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On the follo^-'^g pages are listed some of 'the weights and
measures "oublicat ioi^ of the National Bureau of Standards
selected for their general interest and for their usefulness
to teachers and students in pursuing elementary/ weights and
measures studies. Ifeere the price is stated in the extreme
right-hand column, the pulDlication can be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents-, G-overnment Printiiig Office,
Washington, D, C, The prices quoted are for dc;liver3

'’ to ad-
dresses in the United States and its territories and posses-
sions and in certain foreign countries xdiich extend the frank-
ing privilege. In the case of all other countries, one-third
the cost of the publication should be added to cover postage.
Remittances should be made either b//^ coupons (obtainable from
the Superintendent of Documents in sets of 20 for 7l.00 and
^’ood until used) or by check or money order payable to the
^Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office" and
sent to him with order. Letter Circulars are obtainable,
without charge, from the Bureau, Publications marked "OP"
are out of print.

Copies of the Bureau “s publications are available in many
public libraries in large cities and in the libraries of uni-
versities and colleges throughout the country, which, as
Government depositories, receive copies with the understanding
that they xvlll be kept available for consultation by the pub-
lic. Most of these Government depositories also have on file
a complete list of the National Bureau of Stan6.ards ’ publica-
tions (Circular C24 and supplements).

Letters are used to designate the several series of
Bureau publications:

S = "Scientific Paper"

C = "Circular"

H = "Handbook"

M = "Miscellaneous
Dii-M -t- T 'IPublication

LC = "Letter Circular"



Title Series

A fundamental basis for measurements of length, 3535
H, '7, Bearce, Sci. Pan, 33^, 395 (1926-
27 ). Discusses the relation bet’-^een the
units of length of the United States and
Sreat Britain and suggests that the yard
and meter be defined in terms of light
uaves in such a uay that a simple relation
’rill result.

Standard density and volumetric tables, C19
(6th ed. ) ( 1924 ), Contains tables
of standard densities for various common
liquids, such as water, alcohol, petroleum
oils, milk, and sugar solutions.

Rules and regulations promulgated under author!- C 7 I
ty of the Federal standard barrel law,
(1917)« Relating to the standard barrel for
fruits, vegetables, and other dry
ties, with text of the law.

comraodi-

Testing of measuring tapes at the Bureau of
Standards. ( 1927 )

C32g

Testing of line standards of length,
( 1927 )

C332

Sundials. Ralph E, G-ould, (l933)» G-ives C402
directions for the construction of a
horizontal sundial, with equation of
time and bibliography.

Standard time throughout the world,' Ralph C4o6
E, G-ould. (1935/* Uives a brief histori-
cal sketch of the development of the
standard time system, time zone maps of the
United States and of the world, a list of
stations transmitting radio time signals,
and other general information regarding
standard time.

Legal weights per bushel for various commod- 0425
ities. Ralph U, Smith, (l94o). A re-
vision of the bushel-weight information
originally contained in Circular CIO.
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Title Series Price

Testing of timepieces, Ralph E, G-ould. (l94l).
Describes the four standard tests for pocket
watches - "Class A", "Class B", "Railroad
Precision", and "Business Precision" - an
improved test for stop watches, and a test
for ship chronometers e Includes informa-
tion on use and care of a watch and on
standard time and time signals.

Specifications, tolerances, and regulations
for commercial weighing and measuring
devices. (Correction Sheets for Handbook
H22 are regularly Issued to keep the mater-
ial up to date; these are available with-
out cost upon application to the National
Bureau of Standards.)

Weights and measures administration* Ralph.
W. Smith. ( 19^1 ). C-eneral treatment of
the subject of weights and measures super-
''ision. Includes model State lax-j on
weights and measures; Federal weights and
measures laws, and regulations issued
thereunder; and reommendations for
snandards and equipment,

.
(Bound in Cloth)

Screv7-th”ead standards for Federal services.
( 19^1 )" The Interdepartmental Screw Thread
Committee, established by the War, Navy, and
Commerce Departments, promotes uniformity in
screx\"--thread standards which, when approved,
are to be mandatory on these departments.
The p.vesent volume is a revision of H25
issued in 1939 * contains several new
sections to bring it in line with present
practice in the manufacture of threaded
products

.

The international metric system. ( 1936 ). Chart
giving graphic comparisons beti^reen the units
of the metric system and the customary system
of vjeights and measures, (Size, 2g 1/2 by
44 inches, printed in colors.)

C432 15/

H22 50/

H26 75/

H2S Press

M3 40/
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G-raphic comparison of screx'/ 'thread pitches.
H, W, Bearce. (1922). C-ives a graphic
and also a tabular comparison of common
S'crew thread pitches - threads per Inch
and corresponding pitch in millimeters,
c?.nd common metric pitches and corre=
SDonding threads peh inch. A'x'/all
chart, urinted on heavy paper, for
shop use,

History of the standard weights and measures
of the United States, Louis A, Fischer.
(1925). (Illustrated.)

Standard time conversion chart, Palph E,
dould. (1931). Time at any other part
of the earth may be read directly from
the chart, (Heavy cardboard x-zith

movable disk; size S by 10 1/2 inches.)

Heights and- measures references, Ralph H,
Smith, (1930)* Contains references to
published material relating to x^eights
and measures standards and administration,
including an index to the reports of the
National Conference on Heights and Measures,
from the first to the tx^renty-first

,
in-

clusive ,

Testing equipment for large capacity scales Mlo4
for the use of weights and measures offi-
cials, Ralph H, Smith, (1930).

Units of X'lreight and measure - definitions M121
and tables of equivalents, (1936).
Contains tables of interrrelat Ion of
units of measurement In the customary
and metric systems; also shoxirs graphic
comparison of screvj thread pitches.

Heights and measures in Congress, Sarah ' M122
Ann Jones, (1936), Presents a chrono-
logical account up to 1S3^ of the steps
taken to secure uniformity in X'/elghts

and measures in the United States,
including an historical summary of pro-
posals made in or to Co-Ugress on the
subject.

Series

MA9

m64

M103

Price

5/

15/

10/

10/

10/

15/

OP
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International metric system of weir^iits and
measures. (1932). G-ives a synopsis of
the system showing the derivation of the
primary units, their interrelation, the
method of forming the multiples and
suhmultiples

,
the abbreviations used,

comparisons of the units with those of
our customary system of weights and
measures, and tables of equivalents from
1 through 9« The status of the metric
system in the United States is shoxijn by
Congressional enactments and departmen-
tal orders.

Time' zone map of the United States and ad-
jacent parts of Canada and Mexico.
(Revised 1936). Printed in light blue
on white background; the locations of
the cities are indicated in black
lettering and the time-zone boundary
lines a'opear in red, (Size, 20 by 30
inches .

)

M135

MI55 10;^

The following listed Miscellaneous Publications,
i-epresenting the available reports of the
National Conference on Weights and Measures,
attended by representatives of the various
States, and held at the National Bureau of
Standards in the years Indicated, may be
obtained from the Superintendent of Documents.
For further information see Miscellaneous
Publication MI03

.

Series fear Price Series Year Price

Mg 1910 OP MgO 1927
Ml2 1914 OP Mg7 192g 35^
Milt 1916 MlOl 1929 30^
M4l 1919 204 Ml16 1930 35^
M43 1920 20^ Ml 2 9 1931 30i
M'lg 1921 20j2^ Ml 57 1936 20^
M51 1922 Ml 59 1937 15 iz!

M55 1923 'Ml 61 193s 30i,
H59 1924 Ml 64 1939
M70
M74

1925
1926 60^

Ml 67 1940 554
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Metric and English distance equivalents for LC 376
athletic events (track and field). ( 1933 )

This letter circular gives the yard dis-
tances of the principal track events. It
also gives metric equivalents of yards,
feet, inches, and fractions of an inch which
may be used in converting distances attained
in field events from one system of measure-
ment to the other.

Standards of length, mass and time, (1935) ^^9
Contains general information on the units
and standards of length, mass and time.

Motorists’ manual of weights and m.easures, LO 51?
( 193 s). Contains conversion tac Les
(other than for money) useful to motor-
ists touring in foreign countries with
notes on brake performance, minimum
passing distances, and rules of the road.

Policy of the_ National Bureau of Standards LC 54-^

with regard to tests for agencies outside
the Bureau. (1939)* States conditions
under xijhlch tests can and cannot be made
for private firms or individuals.

Timekeeping through the ages, (19^0), LC 600
Describes in simple language the
development of time measuring instru-
ments from the primitive sundial to
the electric clock.

Model State lax// on weights and measures. LC 620
( 19^0 ), G-ives provisions of law recom-
mended by Bureau for adoption by the
States

.

Report of railway track scale testing LC 621
service of the National Bureau of
Standards - fiscal year 19^0. ( 19^)

heights of coal, (194-0), G-ives space LC 623
occupied by a given weight of coal.

Losses of gasoline in storage and handling. LC 637
(194-1). Discusses losses from evapora-
tion, thermal expansion, and the use
of faulty measuring devices.

Price

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free
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List of weights and measures offices of the LC 65O
States and District of Columbia, (l94l).
G-ives the official designation of each
office supervising weights and measures
matters.

Specifications for the manufacture and LC 662
installation of four-section and of
two-section, knife-edge railway track
scales. An engineering purchase
specification covering the 'types of
scales mentioned in the title. { 19 ^1 ).

Specifications for the manufacture and LC 663
installation of motor-truck

,
built-in,

self-contained, and portable scales.
An engineering purchase specification
covering the types of scales mentioned
in the title. (l9kl).

Price

Free

Free

Free




